PROVEN RESULTS IN ONE PASS

GSB-FRICTION SEAL SYSTEM
FRICITION-POSITIVE, RESTORATIVE, AND PROTECTIVE SEAL

ASI CREATED THE GSB-FRICTION SEAL® SYSTEM
For more than 40 years, Asphalt Systems Inc. (ASI) has provided consultation and products to significantly extend the life of asphalt pavement on roads and airfields around the world. ASI works with cities and counties, engineering firms, airports, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), the Department of Defense (DOD), State Departments of Transportation (DOTs), and international government officials. ASI's people are sought-after experts and its products are proven to be effective, economically exceptional, and environmentally friendly.

GEE ASPHALT SYSTEMS, INC.
The exclusive applicator for GSB-Friction Seal® on roadways in IA, MO, and AR.

geeasphalt.com
1-800-747-8657

CONTACT US FOR A FREE PAVEMENT EVALUATION

HIGH-PERFORMANCE ASPHALT PAVEMENT PRESERVATION
EXTEND PAVEMENT LIFE AND ADD FRICTIONAL PROPERTIES IN ONE PASS

PROVEN RESULTS
The GSB-Friction Seal® System draws from the superior chemistry we have used in our GSB products for more than 40 years. It halts surface deterioration, extends service life, and increases PCI — as it also helps to maintain surface friction.

LESS HASSLE NOW AND LATER
In just a matter of minutes, you get a super seal with a pleasing, problem-free, long-term surface, integrated right into your pavement — all in a simple, single-truck, single-pass process, with no rolling or sweeping, and a 2- to 4-hour return to traffic. And unlike other treatments that leave you scrambling to hide your pavement problems after a couple of applications, there is no risk of downstream complications with GSB-Friction Seal®, because it integrates right into your pavement.

THE GSB-FRICTION SEAL® SYSTEM
The system includes our proprietary GSB-Friction Seal® liquid, exceptionally hard and angular GSB-Friction Seal® aggregate, and our innovative synchronous material-application distribution unit.